Village of Greenwood
Board of Trustees Meeting
March 14th, 2018
The Greenwood Village Board of Trustees met in regular session on Wednesday, March 14th, 2018, at 7:00 pm the Greenwood
Village Office. Present were trustees Starr, Gerlach, Meyer, Wrich and Piehl. Minutes complete by Clerk/Treasurer Megan
Piehl. Notice of the meeting was posted in three public places (the Post Office, the community center and bulletin board in front
of Clerk’s Office.) A copy of the proof of publication, as well as the Chairman and Trustees’ acknowledgement of receipt of
notice, are on file. Proceedings hereafter noted were taken while the meeting was open to the public.
Call to Order
Jim Wrich called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. and publicly stated to all in attendance that a current
copy of the Nebraska Open Meetings Act and a copy of all documents being discussed at the meeting
were available for inspection and indicated the location of such copies in the room where the meeting was
being held.
Roll Call
Gerlach, Starr, Piehl Wrich and Meyer
Consent agenda
Starr talked about Strode’s overtime he is not to get it unless it is after 6:00pm as per agreement.
Starr stated that’s what the agreement was unless called in on in emergency
Wrich made a motion to approve all consent claims Meyer seconded
Aye- Gerlach, Starr, Meyer, Wrich
Abstain- Piehl
Motion Carried
Sheriffs report
Reported slow month only 2 citations. Sheriff reminded everyone to lock cars sheds watch the
neighbors.
Communication of Citizens
Roger Kubik wants to know about electronically doing town bills. Piehl stated they are still being mailed
and you can pay online. Kubik stated they use to come online and not in the mail. Kubik stated Fiala was
looking into it. Kubik Stated he would like to see the tree that is hanging over the side walk and would like
it cut. It over the tracks on the left side of the road at the old hotel. Wrich stated we will look into it.
Wrich stated he called Laughlin and got no response he said he will be calling Faughn.
Kubik talked about flyer that came out from the library he thought was good and nice to see the
information. Gerlach stated he was working on getting an electronic copy of the greenwood glance for the
st
website. He is shooting for April 1 to get the new revamped website up and going and would like to add
the glance to it.
Kubik talked about the Lines needing painted on street main street. It was stated the streets are getting
relayed and the lines will be repainted.
Kubik also stated his neighbor’s dogs are running in his yard and would like the board to educate the
citizens on proper etiquette of dogs. He stated he will be putting cameras up in his yard if for nothing else
put public shame. Gerlach stated the ordnance stated that they have to be on a leash outside of the
property. It was stated they had called the police but the sheriff would not ticket unless the dog had bitten
someone. Meyer said Roger had made some could comments and he feels we have a lot in place as of
dogs. Roger stated he will talk to the neighbors first after that he will file complaints. Gerlach stated that
we have dog tags and all dogs should be licensed annually. Piehl stated its in are code book that the
sheriff has to in force it and that he is saying can’t ticket them he most certainly can. Wrich stated Video
or picture would be good for evidence to help build case. Starr spoke about forcing people to license their
dogs.
Maintenance reports
Jimmy Stewart talked about trimming trees, taking trees, down, clean ditches out by the railroad tracks to
get water flowing through the culvert, talked about finishing up the inventory report done. Gerlach asked
about using GIS. Starr spoke about using google docs but we will talk about. Stewart also talked about
needing a tag for the white truck and needing new insurance papers in the vehicles. Stewart also talked

about some trees that needed to come down. Meyer spoke about getting rid of stumps from trees we
have removed.
Current Business
Piehl spoke about passing the building permits to planning and zoning but did not really get a response.
So added them to agenda as they need to get approved or disapproved. Piehl spoke about John Swaim
usually does them but he just had knee surgery and isn’t doing them. Passed them to Matt Vicknovaik
and his response was he will look at them as a courtesy but he won’t approve them as it’s a board
decision but they never have enough members show up to meetings. Piehl stated he is chairman and that
it’s his job the attorney agreed. Piehl stated she thinks we should take care of these ones and then we
need to get some thing figured out with planning and zoning. Wrich stated the setbacks aren’t right
Gerlach agreed. The set backs changed a year ago. Wrich made a motion to table Starr’s shed until we
nd
verify the setbacks. Wrich made a motion to post pone permit until set backs are checked. Gerlach 2
Aye- Piehl, Gerlach, Meyer, Wrich
Abstained- Starr
Motion Carried
Wrich spoke about Jason Nichelson wanting to put in a chain link fence. Piehl Spoke about lot line
already being determined and that with a fence they can put in holes and we would go back in to double
check before anything is placed. Wrich spoke about the blue print of the fence line and that they already
had called diggers hotline. Gerlach said the one thing he didn’t like about it is the permit was not all filled
out. Gerlach stated no measurements were put on the plan. Piehl spoke about them still not being able to
place the fence all they can do is holes, Gerlach stated it states at the bottom if not all filled out we can
nd
and will reject it. Wrich made a motion to table it to the next meeting. Gerlach 2
Aye- Meyer, Starr, Piehl, Gerlach, Wrich
Motion Carried
Approval of liquor license renewal. Piehl stated its that time of the year and it needs renewed like it does
every other year. Piehl stated nothing has changed all is the same all there side is in order. Gerlach
asked about complaints being filled over the last year. Piehl said not that she is aware of as the board
would have heard about it. Wrich made a motion to approval the liquor license for the uptown salon.
Meyer 2nd the motion.
Aye- Meyer, Starr, Gerlach, Piehl, Wrich
Motion carried
Jim Swenson talked about the park board would like to put a gazebo up in the park and
that they have an opportunity to apply for a 50% grant through Cass count y tourism. Jim
sent a letter to see if the y would even be interested in something like that they responded
back with they were and encouraged us to move forward with the grant process. It’s
around a 20000 grant it’s a 50% match we are responsible for all funds up front.
Application dead line is the end of this month. Jim would like the library, board, boy
scouts and historic al societ y for letters of support about the growth of the park. Gerlach
asked where they would be planning to put it. Swenson stated where the old sandbox used
to be and eventually the y would like to do live events. There will also be electricity so if
someone wants to do cook out or live music. Meyer asked when we would know if it was
th
approved. W e will know by April 15 . Meyer stated at that time we can sit down and try to
in corporate it in to the towns budget. Meyer also asked if tif money could be used in this
project. Bargen stated he would have to look at it to see if we could use it because there
are guidelines that we need to make sure it would be proper legal use of it. Jim Swenson
said he know keno money has been used in the past and he thinks it’s a better use for
funds. Swenson said if we are elected we could ask to extended the grant until we figure
out the money side of it or we could decline it and re apply later. Meyer made a motion for
nd
Jim Swenson to proceed with the grant process of the gazebo in the park. Gerlach 2

Aye- Piehl, Starr, Meyer, Wrich and Gerlach

Motion Carried

Jim also spoke about us needing to pour a small square to make the play ground handicap accessible.
We need to put a 48 inch wide lift from the handle bars over.

Wrich talked about us needing to repair one of the mowers. Ty’s tore down the wheel motor and
found there was shavings on the inside and Ty’s said over all it would be cheaper for us to buy a
new wheel motor then to repair the one we currently have. Meyer said he had the clerk run a
report from 6/13/17 thru 9/26/17 we spent 1362.35 at Ty’s. He stated we are almost up to $1500
and Meyer thought that in the future we need to look at the total amount spent on a used mower.
Meyer thought at some point he thought it would be wiser to trade off then keeping fixing it. Gerlach stated he has
quotes on new mowers on the lease program and maybe we need to look at it. Meyer agreed that we need to start
looking at the future on how we can fit that into the new budget. Gerlach asked how old the mower is. Meyer and
Starr agreed 8 yrs. Starr thought maybe we should look into options on maybe trading it in. Piehl stated how much a
new commercial mower is. They stated about 12000. Piehl asked if they thought that was a better option then fixing it
for less then $500. Wrich made a motion to table it to next meeting. Gerlach 2 nd
Aye- Starr, Meyer, Piehl, Gerlach, Wrich

Motion Carried

Starr talks about using google doc and how much easier it is to keep track of what’s going on with the maintenance
guys and to be able to put in work hours see any extra time approved. This way every board member has access and
can see if someone is taking off on the first page the second as all work progress notes, the third paper is the work
orders and who sent them when they need completed and a spot where it says what date it was complete on, who
did it, how long it took. Then a board member can sign off. The maintenance guys said this seems to work a lot better
doing it this way.
Wrich stated we needed to purchase rock. Jimmy stated we have a bucket or two. Piehl stated we usually get a truck
and a pup. Gerlach made a motion to approve approximately 30 tons of rock and cost approximately $750. Piehl 2 nd
Aye-Piehl, Starr, Gerlach, Wrich

Nay- Meyer

Motion Carried

Starr said he wants GIS to come out and train and we need some dates that work for everyone.
Piehl talked about maybe having pavers come out and give us bids on fixing some of the bigger pot holes and thinks
it would be more cost efficient to have them do it or at least get a bid to see what the difference is. We have about 4
to 5 holes that need fixed. For example, the ones in front of the school since they are already here she thinks it might
be cheaper to go that route. Wrich stated it does hurt to look in to it. Piehl stated they need to be big enough holes to
make them worth fixing. Starr asked about sealing the cracks at that time as well he looked at the price and saw at
minimal it would cost us 3000. Meyer thinks it’s worth a bid or a couple to see if it cheaper. Roger Kubik asked if cash
flow for the streets was in issue. Meyer spoke about State allocation is on freeze right now which is 71000 until the
audit is done. We get are money on a monthly basis over 12 months and an average street over lay cost about
40000. Gerlach talked about how Ash street is on the plan to relay next year.
Piehl stated we need to buy concrete to patch small holes around town and we need concrete. Jimmy didn’t know
exact amount we needed. Gerlach asked to table it until next meeting. Wrich made a motion to table it until next
meeting to have a list together and sq. feet and prices. Gerlach 2 nd
Aye- Meyer, Starr, Piehl, Gerlach, Wrich

Motion carried

Jimmy talked about new blades running about $16 $18 a piece for the small 14in blade. The others need sharpened
and Jerry will Sharpen them for $7.50. Meyer suggested the maintenance guys do their own shopping. Starr asked
what kind of sharping blade jerry has? Jimmy stated it was $600. Starr stated that is are off set pay $600 or 7.50.
Wrich made a motion to buy 3 new chain saw blades and to sharpen the rest of the remaining blades and to get rid of
3 worse ones. Meyer 2nd
Aye- Piehl, Gerlach, Meyer, Starr, Wrich

Motion Carried

Starr spoke about moving to ADP payroll and one of the clerk’s duties is payroll and that’s one thing we could take off
the clerk and that way every employee knows there time off if they have over time it also takes care of payroll
processing, tax filing all clock in would have to be done electronically. We are having issues with people writing in
times. Piehl spoke about taxes at the end of the year will automatically be done and sent to them. She also stated
again about it keeping your time off and overtime so that way its not on the clerk to figure out as she/he will never be
called in on a Saturday to know who worked and for how long. Starr spoke about it doing background checks, will
load the handbook on to it as well. Starr also thought we will only have to do 5 employees on it so it will be cheaper.
Wrich made a motion to go forward with ADP for are employee wages not to exceed $2400 for the year. Piehl 2 nd
Aye- Meyer, Piehl, Gerlach, Starr and Wrich

Nay - none

Motion Carried

Adoption of resolution to remove trees from sidewalks these are for trees on 42 and Walnut st in front of the house,
250th and Walnut on the south side of the that address, also north street at 6 th and Ash St. these are nuisance’s trees.
They are Black Walnut and Ash trees. We have a problem in this town with Ash trees and the Black Walnut are part
of the nuisance of Ordinance 477. Wrich made a motion to adopt resolution 18-2 with the number to be filled in at a
later date. Meyer 2nd
Aye- Meyer, Starr, Gerlach, Piehl and Wrich

Nay - none

Motion Carried

Wrich made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 8:19 pm 2 nd by Meyer
Aye- Piehl, Gerlach, Starr, Wrich and Meyer
_________________________
Marcia Fiala, Village Clerk/Treasurer

Motion Carried

